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6:  An EIS need not consider an infinite range of alternatives, only reasonable and feasible ones and those reasonably related to the purposes of the project that afford a reasoned choice by the decision maker.  The rule of reason shall be utilized in development of a range of alternatives.  NEPA does not require a separate analysis of alternatives which are not significantly distinguishable from alternatives actually considered, or which have substantially similar consequences.  For these reasons, Reclamation considered the Pacific Institute proposal but eliminated it from further analysis because part of it did not meet the purpose and need of the proposed action and the remainder of the alternative mirrored the Six State's Alternative which was analyzed in depth for the DEIS.  Please also refer to the response to Comment 11-2.7:  The determination of guidelines or criteria for the surplus defined in the Treaty is beyond the purpose of and need for interim surplus criteria. Water delivery to Mexico is regulated by the Treaty and various treaty modifications based on consultation between the United States and Mexico.  The 1984 and 1998 deliveries were uncontrollable flood flows.  8:  Because the domestic elements of the Pacific Institute's proposed interim surplus criteria are similar to, and within the range of, those contained in the alternatives already being analyzed, and because the delivery of additional water to Mexico is beyond the purpose and need for interim surplus criteria, the Pacific Institute's proposal is not analyzed in this FEIS. 9:  The stated purpose is to provide greater predictability of when surplus water is and is not available to assist in the Secretary's management of the lower Colorado River for all states and water users.  Reclamation has fashioned a new alternative based on the Seven States proposal and believes this alternative does fit within the purpose and need for this action.
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10:  After a review of the criteria in the Working Draft Seven States Proposal, Reclamation formulated the Basin States  Alternative to match that proposal as closely as possible while maintaining consistency with the Law of the River and current operating policy.  Reclamation considered the informal discussions with the public during the public review period and comments received on the DEIS.11: The California Colorado Water Use Plan is not part of this federal action (see response 57-15).  The quantities of surplus water made available under each surplus alternative are now detailed in Chapter 2.  The specific deliveries to California under the preferred alternative (Basin States) are shown in Figure 3.4-2 and detailed in Attachment H.  A draft of the Plan was made available on Coachella Valley Water District's website (www.cvwd.org) prior to the release of the DEIS.




